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English Heritage, the guardian of this scheduled ancient monument, sought to
find a dedicated and talented architectural and engineering team to design
a 21st-century connection to the site. This proposed clifftop footbridge will be
higher than the current crossing and open up exhilarating views of the Island,
coastline and Atlantic seascape as it traces the path of the original land-link.

Shortlist
Dietmar Feichtinger Architectes
with Terrell (France)
Marks Barfield Architects
with Flint and Neill (UK)
Ney & Partners Civil Engineers with
William Matthews Associates, Ettwein
Bridges and Waagner Biro (Belgium)
Niall McLaughlin Architects with Price
and Myers, and Max Fordham (UK)
RFR and Jean-François Blassel
Architecte, with Engineers HRW,
and WSP (France)
WilkinsonEyre with Atelier One (UK)

The competition for the circa £4 million project attracted 137 submissions
from design teams across 27 countries. The long-list brimmed with top-tier
engineering and architectural bridge specialists. English Heritage was
delighted with the response, which exceeded that for other high-profile UK
bridge projects with substantially higher budgets.

Winner
Ney & Partners Civil Engineers with
William Matthews Associates, Ettwein
Bridges and Waagner Biro (Belgium)

Six finalist teams were selected to proceed to the second stage and Ney & Partners Civil
Engineers in association with emerging architectural practice William Matthews Associates
was announced as the winner in March 2016.
The winning concept design is distinctive for its elegant, delicate profile and structural
ingenuity, based on two cantilevers, with a poetic gap between the two.
As the team explained, ‘The narrow gap between the cantilevers represents the transition
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between the mainland and the island, here and there, the present and the past, the known
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and the unknown, reality and legend; all the things that make Tintagel so special and
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fascinating.’
The team’s inspiration came from their study of Celtic history and the original drawbridge
arrangement of Tintagel. They propose using local slate for the bridge’s decking and
contrasting weathered and non-weathered steel to create finishes which allow sunlight to
play on the structure but also give it an ephemeral quality, causing the bridge to disappear
a little in the view.

PROJECT VALUE: Circa £4 million

